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This attractive, newly designed set of  BarronÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Anatomy Flash Cards  makes an ideal

study aid for med school students, nursing students, and health care trainees who are preparing for

tests. Each card pictures a human body part labeled with its medical name, location in the body, and

function. A total of 265 4" x 6" cards show muscles, bones, and organs, and are color coded

according to their general function in the human body. An important new feature in this second

edition is a related Internet resource that contains electronic color images of each flash card.

Students can now connect to BarronÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s special anatomy Web site and enter a unique code

allowing them access to the interactive Web site. Once logged on, students can use the

siteÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s interactive technology to test themselves on every detail contained on the cards, and

even create playlists of particular systems or areas where they require further study. The cards

come boxed with a full-color, anatomically accurate poster that shows the human body and its major

parts, as well as a toggle so cards can be pulled out and studied on-the-go. The poster unfolds to

size 11 3/4" x 16 1/2".
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I bought these for my husband's Anatomy and Physiology course. These cards are a great way to

test your knowledge of the course material and keep studying in the areas that you are lacking. He

really finds these cards helpful as A and P is a pretty tough and intense subject matter covering a lot

of material in a short time.

The cards did not include the integumentary system, were information dense making cram sessions

difficult and what is up with the frayed cord it comes with? It is so flimsy I had to get a D-Ring to put

the cards on. Nice try Barron's.

I love the flash cards. I am learning so much. I give props to the author of the cards. I am learning

my anatomy so well. It's very easy to understand. Makes learning anatomy so much fun. Every

detail is so clear. I picture myself looking inside the human body. It is definitely a blessing to learn

with ease. I learn much faster with visual notes. I specifically pay attention to every detail. I love the

way the cards are numbered. You can easily place the cards back to their positions. It is absolutely

amazing to me. I am going at my own pace. I don't feel pressured to learn. I am taking my time. I

want to know all about the human body. The flash cards are my "saving grace." I learned anatomy

in school; however, if you don't keep it up, you will not remember. I am so glad I had this opportunity

to study. I am 62 years old. I really feel privilege to be able to do this.  is a very good website to

purchase products. In my opinion, It is the very best. One day, I hope to make use of my education

in anatomy. Thanks to , I will be able to fulfill my dreams. I went to Surgical Tech School. I

graduated with a 3.98 grade point average. Right after I did my internship, I got sick. I never got a

chance to get my job in the operating room. This is a come back for me. My father became ill. I

promise him that I would take my test and get my good job. My father passed in November of 2010.

I was devastated. I know that God will answer my prayer and grant me the opportunity to live my

dream. Studying The Anatomy Flash Cards give me hope that someday I will be able to keep that

promise to my father. I have a lot of Faith in God. I know that I will do it. Thank you !

Pretty effective learning tool when used in conjunction with other sources like texts and lectures.

Also good as a refresher for medical students and artists and those interested enough to study them

for exercise or health reasons.

I bought this as to help me memorize muscles and their functions, origins, insertions and

innervations. Very helpful!



I like these. I wish they had more views on certain body parts. Some are overwhelming with how

many things they point out on a single card. I have found them helpful though and I'm glad I

purchased them. I definitely didn't want to make them myself.

These flash cards are great! They really help with my Anatomy class and are detailed enough

without being overwhelming. The only problem I had was there was a duplicate card instead of the

next sequence card I needed. I made do without. It was just weird.

I bought these after taking my first anatomy lab exam, and I wish I had known about these sooner!

They were very helpful to quiz myself with as well as being quizzed by someone else. Anatomy is a

lot of memorization, and these cards helped immensely with that without having to spend so much

extra time making my own flash cards and instead spend that extra time studying and memorizing.

They had almost every thing I needed on them, so I would definitely recommend these!
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